
 

The context of sub-contracting 

ESA procurement rules often lead to offers involving an Industrial team rather than a single 
contractor. For this reason, the information flow of the sub-contracting process has always been 
taken into account in ECOS simulating all sub-contract procurement steps: Definition of ITT 
branches, issuing/sending ITT, developing sub-contract WBS, entering prices in detailed mode 
generating tender and integrating tender at upper-tier level. What has been recently improved is the 
handling of the “Budgetary Sub-Cos” i.e. sub-contractors that are taken into account as budgetary 
provisions instead of following the regular ITT/Tender Answer process. 

The main reason for doing so is that some of the sub-contracting activities to be carried-out by the 
Prime Contractor will come at a later stage in case of contract award while the Prime Contractor still 
has to commit on a Ceiling Price at the time of its proposal. These sub-contracts are called “Best 
Practices” in ESA jargon referring to the fact that ESA representative will be part of the selection 
board to ensure fair chances for all bidders. 

Another reason might be that the sub-contact amount is very small. The concept of very small 
should be understood as close to the lower granularity requirement limit for a single WP. 

For instance if granularity requirements are expressed as range from 20 keuros to 200 keuros then a 
sub-contractor price of, for instance, 30 Keuros is considered as very small. The sub-contractors 
should nevertheless be welcomed to provide ECOS tender files even for very small contributions to 
get used to the ECOS process.   

NB: Producing only budgetary amounts for identified sub-contractors associated to the bidding 
process is a non-compliance to criteria 4 of the tender evaluation (adequacy of costing and 
planning) 

The standard case: Formal ITT sent to bidder(s) 

In this case the upper-tier contractor defines PT node(s) or WBS(s) to be used as anchoring points for 
defining an ITT and later integrating the retained tender file of the selected sub-contractor. 

As a general rule, it is always preferable to define the anchoring points as PT node(s), at least one for 
each contractual phase, this leaving the possibility to the sub-contractor to properly develop its own 
WBS per contractual phase and to select the appropriate Support Functions.   

This procedure is the preferred one since it is perfectly matching the information structure and flow 
between prime and sub-contractor and allows to have all prices expressed in detailed mode i.e. 
building prices from quantities applied to rates and overheads. 



This procedure shall always apply for sub-contractors part of a Core Team or main sub-contractors 
already identified at the time of the prime contractor proposal and invited to participate to the 
bidding process (sub-contractor proposal included into the Sub-contractors volume). 

 

In this example an ITT has been defined for the BATTERIES. The bidder(s) will receive an ITT file 
containing nodes B122 and C122 for developing the ECOS file of their offer. 

The BATTERIES bidder will then produce an ECOS Tender file that will be sent to the Power S/S 
contractor who will integrate it: 

 

Before producing an ECOS Integrated Tender Answer file that will be sent to the Prime Contractor.  

 

  



The Budgetary Sub-co case: Budgetary provisions for committing on a Ceiling Price  

The default company code assigned on any cost categories is the bidding company code. If the 
company code of the budgetary amount line is not changed, then the default code WAC will remain 
unchanged and the amount will remain in the own share price of the bidding company. The WAC 
category can be used for instance to hold Management Reserve budgetary provisions. 

A specific WP or set of WPs (for instance to define amounts related to various contractual phases) 
are defined by the upper-tier contractor. 

If you want to define budgetary amount(s) for a sub-contract, you first need to create WP(s) in the –
nX series to hold the budgetary amount(s). 

In the example hereunder, two WPs have been created to hold the budgetary amounts of 
respectively Phase B2 and Phase C/D of the PCDU equipment sub-contract: 

 

You then change the company code on the budgetary line of the WP(s). In this case we change it for 
the country code EU because we do not know yet who will get the PCDU contract except that it will 
be a European country. Here is under the record for the Phase B2 budgetary amount.  

It is very important to overwrite the default Title with a meaningful one to later properly track this 
amount on the PSS-A6  

 

By doing so the budgetary amount shall be identified under the SUB category and therefore 
excluded from own share contractor price aggregation. You will be able to verify this once the 
budgetary amount entered by checking the two first lines of the [Summary] tab. 

 

It is recommended to define such WP(s) under specific anchoring PT node(s) that will later be used 
to define the corresponding ITT when the time of the formal consultation will come. 



If you want to define several provisions for different Budgetary sub-cos, you will have to define at 
least one PT node for each of them. 

The defined WP(s) will only contain the budgetary amount(s) for the intended sub-contract. The 
company code shall be changed: 

• For the company code of the intended company if 
already identified although not formally invited to 
participate to the bidding process. 
• For the country code (two letters standard country 
code) if the country were this subcontract shall be placed 
is already identified. This allows to contribute accurately 
to the geo-return reports. 
• For the generic code EU, if the sub-contract shall be 
placed in a European country. 

There is also the possibility to use non-European country 
codes.  

The list of two digits country codes and the 
corresponding default currency code can be check in the 
Project conversion rate table of any ITT file accessible 
from the Maintenance Menu 

 

 

Restrictions: 

• It is not possible to mix WAC lines, assigned to own share and SUB lines, assigned to sub-
contracts. 

• It is not possible to assign own share resources on a WP already holding budgetary sub-
contractor provision (SUB code). It is also not possible to create a SUB record in a WP that 
already contains own share resources.  

• It is possible to assign several WAC lines to a WP but it is not possible to assign several SUB 
lines to a WP. 

  



Enhanced reporting in PSS-A6 

All sub-contracts are displayed properly in PSS-A6, this allowing to easily prepare the price synthesis 
to be included into your financial proposal whether they are processed through an ITT or taken into 
account as a budgetary provision. 

Here is an example extracted from the training manual containing the BATTERIES and the PCDU 
examples mentioned here above: 

(All companies and values are used for demonstration purpose only).    

We can identify the Phase B2 amount for the PCDU identified as being procured in Europe (code EU) 
from the example developed here above. 

We see in this training example that the BATTERIES and the PCDU are sub-contracts of the Power 
sub-system tender prepared by Astrium Ltd, itself a sub-contractor of Edisoft who is the Prime 
Contractor.  

 


